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Abstract: Nowadays, there is a growing interest within the geographic information system community to find the location of geographic data through the Internet and to know the features and the possibilities of these data. In order to make this information easily accessible both to trained users and to the general public it is necessary to implement a specific infrastructure of geographical information providing advanced classification and searching services. The ISIGIS project is aimed at creating such an infrastructure in Spain. In this context, when a geographic information Catalog collects the description of geospatial information from different contexts, it is not reasonable to assume that a particular user outside the community where the data were created will describe the sought information by means of the same terms or keywords in the Catalog. Then, the search service of the Catalog cannot be a mere keyword recognition process. It should be able to understand the sense of the user's vocabulary and to link these meanings to the terms in the thesaurus (or thesauri) used in the catalog. In this paper we present an heuristic method based on a voting system to tackle this disambiguation problem in geographic Catalogs related to the ISIGIS project. Our proposal can be considered as an unsupervised disambiguation method based on the hierarchical structure of both WordNet and the thesauri.
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1 Introduction

The OpenGIS Consortium (http://www.opengis.org) uses the term Catalog to describe the set of service interfaces supporting the organisation, discovery and access to geospatial information (see [1]). Catalog services help the users or the application software to find information in any point of a distributed computing environment. A Catalog can be considered as a specialized database of information on the geospatial resources available to a group or community of users.

The Catalog contains metadata that describe the capacities and the contents of the geospatial data. The metadata management should be assisted by tools in order to get data adjusted to the metadata standards. The use of standard representations of the metadata, such as the American Federal Geographic Data Committee (FGDC) standard or the ISO TC 211 standard (currently in draft version), facilitates the interoperability tasks. Since the different metadata standards share a good number of fundamental elements, it is sensible to produce
programming tools which communicate several systems with different metadata dialects by means of convenient pipelines.

A key point in the metadata organisation is the keywords section. Usually, these keywords are extracted from thesauri. This allows the analyst to classify the geodata through a family of terms which represent concepts or categories in one or more knowledge domains (that is to say, a thesaurus in this context plays an ontological role). Such a classification facilitates particularly the retrieval of information from keywords. Nevertheless, a main difficulty arises due to the semantic differences existing among the thesauri used in different communities.

The idea of our work is to take advantage of both the available lexical resources (thesauri, dictionaries, lexical knowledge bases, ontologies, …) and the natural language processing techniques with two aims; firstly, to improve the organization of the information and its retrieval, and secondly, to obtain a friendly and multilingual access to geographic information. The main difficulty in the implementation of a concept-based search is the problem of the semantic disambiguation. In our approach, this problem is tackled by means of a heuristic method supported by the hierarchical structure of WordNet. Given an ambiguous term, a voting system is used to determine the “closest” meaning to the meaning of some words obtained from a given context, namely a complete branch in a thesaurus. The votes carry some weight that has been experimentally determined in order to avoid experiencing limitations in our first algorithm (without heuristic weights). This method has been integrated into a thesauri management application which is part of a larger project aimed at developing the technology necessary to create a Spanish geographic information infrastructure; i.e., the ISIGIS project [2].

2 The use of thesauri to classify metadata and do advanced searches

The description of geospatial information is made in an objective way, completing the information required by the corresponding metadata standard. However, the classification by keywords is a subjective task. With the aim of reducing the subjectivity of these classifications, we used controlled lists of predefined keywords, where possible. These controlled lists define a set of terms that represent concepts and categories of thematic domains and let us classify data from different sources by means of related terms. The use of predefined keywords facilitates the connection between a selected vocabulary and a collection of geographic data.
Fig. 1. Metadata capture, thesauri management and searching components.

However, due to the subjectivity of the classification task, even into the same organization or domain, it is possible to find different classifications for the same data. Thus, the controlled lists can be implemented by means of a thesaurus, because in addition to the terms, they provide information on the relationships among them. When the user classifies the information using the terms in a thesaurus, he does it from his own point of view, but the Catalog should allow to share the information among several organisations using different terms, or even languages, to name to the same concepts. Then, not only the relations among the terms in a thesaurus are needed, but also links between different thesauri for the classification of metadata. Moreover, this imprecision or subjectivity in the classification are obvious because although GIS are powerful quantitative tools for geospatial reasoning, man thinks of geographic space in a qualitative way (see [3]). Other additional problem is the use in many thesauri of English terms which are hardly translatable by a user with different a native language or culture.

Ontologies or lexical knowledge bases may be used as a mechanism for thesauri interconnection. There is extensive literature proposing practical ontologies and exploring their properties. In [4] it is shown how ontologies can be used on GIS and how they can contribute to building better information systems. We focus on such as WordNet [5] and EuroWordNet [6]. They are large-scale lexical databases developed from a global point of view. The point is to enable the user to enter a query so that the system retrieves information on the basis of the concepts in the request. These knowledge bases, unlike dictionaries, organise the words into groups of synonyms and contain relations like is-a and part-whole. Conceptual queries are inherently hierarchical in nature. We may expand a concept or keyword in the query into a large number of synonyms and narrower or general concepts related by part-whole and is-a relationships. For example, in order to find spatial references for a political unit, such as a village, the query may be expanded with the knowledge on the political subdivisions such as the regions in a country, the villages in a region, etc. The system might lack data at the village level, but higher level data including village may be enough to answer the query. The main difficulty the system encounters to solve the conceptual query is “to understand” the meaning of the terms in the request, namely the semantic disambiguation problem.

3 Description and evaluation of our semantic disambiguation method.

Word sense disambiguation is perhaps the greatest existing problem at the lexical level in natural language processing [7], and this skill is also applicable to tasks such as machine translation, speech synthesis and information retrieval. A word is polysemic if its sense changes depending on the context. The problem of disambiguation consists in determining which one of the senses of an ambiguous word is invoked in a particular context composed of a set of words related to the ambiguous word.

The different statistical approaches to solve the problem depend on the training material available. Supervised disambiguation methods are based on a labelled training set. Unsupervised disambiguation methods only use unlabeled text corpora. There are also methods that use lexical resources such as machine-readable dictionaries, lexical knowledge bases or thesauri.
The method proposed in this article can be considered as an unsupervised disambiguation method based on the hierarchical structure of WordNet, similar to the methods described in [8, 9].

In this work we used the GEMET thesaurus (GEneral Multilingual Environmental Thesaurus) proposed by the European Topic Centre on Catalogue of Data Source of the Environmental European Agency. GEMET consists of 5,542 terms organised in 109 branches and translated into 13 languages.

We took the terms of GEMET and, for each word in the thesaurus, we tried to determine the "closest" sense to the senses of the rest of the words in the whole branch.

Instead of working on the idea of the closest sense by means of the probability theory as in [10], we chose a voting system which integrates the words in the context, without assuming the independence hypothesis. We also used the hierarchical structure of WordNet based on the assumption that the more similar two terms are, the more hyperonims they have. We considered three criteria to correct the results obtained in our tests. These criteria are slightly related to the aspects that [8] uses to define conceptual distance (the length of a path of concepts in WordNet, the hierarchy and density depth).

1. Lower level WordNet concepts have longer paths and then, share more subhierarchies. We divided them by the depth of the WordNet concept to solve the problem.
2. All the words in the context must not be valued in the same way. We divided them by the distance between two terms in the thesaurus GEMET. In this way, the closest terms in the structure of GEMET are the most important ones.
3. The most polysemic words in the context vote more times since each one of their senses casts a vote. We divided them by the number of senses of the word.

Our method do not implied a training corpus to estimate probabilities, as in [8] and [9], to calculate the semantic similarity, but we took advantage of the fact that GEMET is a thesaurus with a hierarchical structure which enabled us to value the context words on the basis of their position in the thesaurus.

We took the terms in GEMET for the tests of our disambiguation method and searched them in WordNet. Firstly, we observed that 5,070 out of the 5,542 terms were compound terms; 15% of the words were not found in WordNet and only 24% of the terms were monosemic.

Secondly, we used morphological techniques to reduce the number of not-found words and to search adjectives associated with a noun, for instance, administrative is associated with administration. The number of not-found words was reduced to 4.44%, corresponding to verbs and adverbs. Some technical terms were not found either, since WordNet is a global knowledge base. Finally, we concluded that WordNet was a suitable tool for our aim.

We calculated that the prior probability to guess correctly the WordNet sense of a word, randomly and without any disambiguating method, was 0.217 and we tried to check whether our method was able to get better results. We restricted our tests to the administration branch of the GEMET thesaurus. Only 2.8% of the words in this branch were not found in WordNet and we got a success rate of 0.77% in the process of disambiguation. Although this was a good result, we observed some failures which could be solved: a) some failures were due to the fact that the largest paths were most voted; others b) to the fact that wrong senses were voted by remote terms in the thesaurus; and others c) to the fact that the most polysemic words cast a vote for each one of their senses, many of them erroneous. Then we decided to improve the voting method taking into account these three factors and we reached a success rate of 81%.


Thirdly, we decided to use other information contents in the thesaurus. We started with synonyms. As for monosemic synonyms, we used the concept they represent; otherwise, in the case of polysemic synonyms, we reduced the polysemy of the original term by joining both terms together. Although GEMET includes few synonyms, the result was a success rate of 91%. The results with other branches were even better with values between 90% and 96%.

Finally, we used related terms and the glosses of the definitions, but in this case, the method did not yield better, and furthermore, the complexity both in terms of time and memory was higher.

4 A software tool for thesauri management

In this work we have developed some software tools to help Catalog agents involved in the creation of geographic metadata. This software tools provide different performances depending on the characteristics of the user. At the lowest functional level, the system allows only to create and edit metadata. This tool works with low-cost databases (it only requires that the access can be done through JDBC with some database manager system such as Access, mySQL, Oracle, etc. to preserve the metadata using a model written in SQL-92). This tool includes the necessary thesauri and allows to display and browse into a thesaurus to select the keywords to classify the data.

The highest functional tool is aimed at the advanced metadata users, and at Catalog managers too, responsible for the management and improvement of the metadata. The system works in Oracle 8i and takes advantage of its ability to manage spatial objects, text documents and thesauri. This tool presents the required functionality to improve quality of the metadata: thesauri management, derivation and automatic improvement of metadata. The tool also offers the improvement in the Catalog searching utilities supported by the disambiguation method presented in this paper.

Fig. 2. Software application to import thesauri
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Figure 2 shows the software application to import, export and update thesaurus. The process of semantic disambiguation is automatically performed during the import process. Figure 3 shows in red, the Wordnet synset that correspond with a selected term from an imported thesaurus.

5 Conclusions and further work

As a result of this work, we have developed a software tool to manage easily of thesauri from different organisations and to create links among them. During the importation process, we have achieved the automatic assignment of concepts and the expansion of keywords that enables the search of geospatial information using several thesauri. The present work has proved the viability and usefulness of the strategy suggested. The automatic assignment of concepts has yielded satisfactory results, with a success rate of 90-96% for the words that could be found in WordNet.

As regards further work, in this paper we have only discussed the links among English thesauri. One of the first remaining tasks is to incorporate the Spanish WordNet. The use of EuroWordNet, which connects WordNets in different languages, will allow the retrieval multilingual information.

Other important line of work will be consider specific thesaurus related with geospatial information, such as the Alexandria Digital Library Feature Type Thesaurus1 proposed for Gazetteer, and works related with geospatial ontology, in order to obtain a more precise disambiguation of geospatial terms.

Following the motivations of the present project, we are working on an interface based on natural language. This interface is aimed at obtaining the sought concepts and exploits the keywords that catalogue the metadata and the concepts associated with the terms in the

1 http://alexandria.sdc.ucsb.edu/~lhill/FeatureTypes/index.htm
thesauri to reply a query made in natural language. The tools used to implement the natural language interface use the contributions presented in this paper as for the management of thesauri and the access to WordNet.
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